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1 - sonic X

Sonic X

Inside Chris' house while Sonic sleeps lazily on the roof

Cheese: Cha ch chao……………….chao

Cream: Amy I think something's wrong with Cheese

Amy: `looking smart' you know Cheese is just a baby

Cream: Yeah

Amy: Well if I was a baby even though Knuckles thinks I act like one when I'm around `dreamily' Sonic
`normally' I wouldn't want to be kept inside all day now would I

Cream: `shaking her head' ……uh…uh…. Hey why don't we go and play outside.

Amy: `dreamily' and maybe we'll see Sonic

Cream: Amy knock it off we already know that you love Sonic but he only thinks of you as a friend now
lets go.

Amy, Cream and Cheese are all excited. Tails was in Chris' bedroom while Chris was asleep. Sonic was
still sleeping lazily on the roof. Back in Chris' bedroom Tails was crawling all over Chris and Chris' bed.
Then Chris woke up.

Chris: ah!! Tails



Tails: ah!! Chris

Chris: Tails don't scare me like that

Tails: scare you? You scared me.

Chris: anyway what are you doing here?

Tails: I came to wake you up; you've over slept, `pointing at the clock'.

Chris: Oh… No it's 8:26, school's at 8:30.

Chris gets ready for school and leaves. Then Sonic runs off for his daily run, all the way past China.
Meanwhile Amy, Cream and Cheese are playing outside.

Amy: Tag! You're it Cream.

Cream: Hahahahaha!

Cheese: `Falls down the hill' Chaaaaaaaooooooo!

Amy and Cream: Cheese are you okay?

Cheese: Amy, Cream chao chao.

Sonic finds himself in the middle of an Indian rainforest. Sonic can see a silhouette on top of a cliff.

Sonic: Hey!

???: What? blue hedgehog.



Sonic: Long time no see…

???: (Wondering) ?.

Sonic: Shadow!

Shadow: same here Sonic. D'you wanna a quick warm up?

Sonic: Don't mind if I do.

Shadow: Ladies first.

Sonic: Hey that's my line!

A big battle took place between Sonic and Shadow. Meanwhile cheese had disappeared down a strange
black vortex.

TO BE CONTINUED!
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